Admixture analysis of plasma cholesterol levels in a Jewish population sample in Jerusalem.
The frequency distribution of total plasma cholesterol levels (TC) in 17-year-old Jerusalem youngsters and their parents (n = 6,170) was examined for evidence of admixture of normal distributions. Probability plots indicated bimodality of age-adjusted TC in both sexes. Using a maximum likelihood procedure, two normal distributions fitted the age- and sex-adjusted data significantly better than 1, with 0.9% males and 1.2% females coming from a lower distribution 2-3 standard deviations below the major mode and 0.2% males and 1.1% females belonging to the higher distribution. These results suggest that single genes may determine high as well as low cholesterol levels, but are open to other interpretations, and thus require confirmation by segregation analysis. Jews originating from Europe showed the highest TC levels followed by those from Israel, Asia, and Africa. Adjustment of TC for ethnicity did not alter the above estimates. Analysis of bimodality within countries of origin showed greater separation of the distributions in Asian and Israeli origin groups than in European and North African groups, in whom there was less evidence for admixture.